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I. THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN CULTURAL AND BIOLOGICAL INHERITANCE 

Cultural inheritance is the transmission from generation to generation of 
information. It includes, or at least influences, behavior, social customs and 
language. “Cultural inheritance” may actually be taken in two connotations: 
(1) the rules governing transmission of information, (2) the sum of information 
that is passed from one generation to the next. Conceivably, both of these are 
subject to change so that we expect cultural change to occur over time, and 
cultures to differ in different groups. The combination of these effects could be 
termed “cultural evolution.” 

In biological inheritance, transmission of biological information from gener- 
ation to generation takes place only from parent to offspring and the information 
is encoded in DNA. In cultural inheritance, by contrast, information is not 
passed exclusively from parent to offspring but also between members, not 
necessarily related, of the same group. The diffusion of information is thus more 
akin to the spread of an epidemic than to that of genes. Cultural diffusion from 
parent to offspring, on the other hand, may show greater formal resemblance 
to biological evolution. Because of the passage of information of the “infectious 
type” one would expect, in principle, that cultural diffusion, and evolution, can 
be much faster than the diffusion and evolution of genes. Generally the faster the 
means of communication, the faster cultural diffusion and evolution will become. 
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There are therefore fundamental differences between biological and cultural 
evolution, but there are also some formal similarities (see, e.g., Gerard et al. 
(1956), Motulski (1968), Cavalli-Sforza (1971)). The latter may be of some help 
in building a theoretical framework of cultural evolution. It should be noted 
however that, in practice, cultural and biological evolution may be largely 
confounded. This is especially true for cultural traits which take a long time to 
learn, and are best learned at an early age. For such traits, the distinction between 
the biological and the cultural contributions may be difficult. Even when genetic 
determination is relatively important, as is probably true for some psycho- 
metric measurements and for some abnormal mental or social behavior, the 
isolation of the two components may require considerable effort and not always 
be successful. 

A genetic component is probably never totally absent for any trait, but in 
many cases it may be very small. When the genetic component, even though 
present, allows sufficient flexibility for a cultural trait to vary within a wide 
range, then it may be unnecessary for certain purposes, to distinguish biological 
and cultural inheritance. It is assumed that this confounding between biological 
and cultural evolution has no serious consequences with respect to predictions. 
The present paper is an attempt to formulate and study such a model. We shall 
consider here the effect of new variation introduced each generation, of inheri- 
tance from parents and of effects from the rest of the group. The effect is followed 
at the intra- and inter-group level. For example, it would seem that practically 
all humans (leaving aside deafmutes) can learn to pronounce a great variety of 
sounds if they are taught at the proper age, but the range of sounds that are 
actually learned is a function of the culture. Thus, there is very little similarity 
between the vowels used in an English or a Latin culture, but it is clear that the 
difference is not at the genetic level (or not predominantly so). Still, genetic 
differences may play a role in the phonetic evolution of languages. For instance, 
it is known that the vocal tracts of different individuals are different and conse- 
quently the pronunciation of various individuals differs in a systematic way 
[J. Morton (1971)]. 

There is a tendency, especially among anthropologists, to consider cultural 
evolution as unique to man. On the other hand, diffusion that could be (and has 
been) called “cultural” has been observed in many animals other than man. 
It is possible that such diffusion among animals takes place only or largely 
through learning by imitation, and not through direct teaching, as is made possible 
by communication through language. If this is the case, then there is perhaps a 
point in reserving the word “culture” for man only and using other words 
(e.g. “tradition,” as suggested by anthropologists) for the similar, but more 
limited, phenomena observed in animals. Our knowledge seems sufficiently 
incomplete today that a semantic discussion is hardly justified here. Modern 
research in Primates has greatly attenuated the classical differences between man 
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and the closest primates, and has shown that attributes previously believed to 
be unique to man are found, though to a lesser degree, also in other animals. 
An interesting discussion (purely semantic) developed at a recent conference on 
“Are apes capable of language ?” (D. Ploog and T. Melnechuk (1971)). For the 
theory to be presented in this paper the mode of learning is immaterial and the 
definitions of culture and language are not restrictive. Thus, applications could 
be sought equally well in man and animals. 

The main new feature of the models we treat is that the social group also makes 
a contribution to the phenotype of each individual. Various manifestations are 
considered, including contributions from ancestral groups and from the peer 
group. 

II. SIMPLE MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF EVOLUTION OF A CONTINUOUS TRAIT 

The cultural trait under study (behavioral, social, or linguistic) will be con- 
sidered as varying continuously. In the next section, extension to the discon- 
tinuous case will be considered briefly. 

Two modes of transmission will be analyzed: uniparental and biparental. 
For a bisexual organism like man, it may seem that a uniparental model is 
unsatisfactory. However, in many societies, the contact of the human child 
with the mother during the first year or two of postnatal life, not to speak of the 
prenatal one, is much more extensive than with the father. For cultural traits 
confined to one sex, transmission must take place essentially from the individuals 
of the same sex. We will refer to this case as a trait transmitted unisexually. 

The essential novelty of the model is that the group also takes part in shaping 
the trait of an individual. In the case of a unisexual trait, the group will be made 
up of the individuals of the same sex. The uniparental model can thus apply 
also when reproduction is bisexual but the trait is transmitted only within one 
sex. We have seen that one important distinction between biological inheritance, 
in which only the two parents’ DNA directly determines that of the child, and 
cultural inheritance, is that in the latter the information and/or customs accumu- 
lated during the lifetime not only of the parents but also of many other individuals 
of the group is passed on and has some degree of influence in determining the 
trait in the developing individual. In this way, incidentally, the effect that a less 
influential parent has on a child, under a model of uniparental transmission, 
can still be expressed as part of the effect of the group, at least as a first approxi- 
mation. We will consider later a model of bisexual transmission in which the two 
parents may have a differential effect. 

The exact definition of the “group” may vary depending on the trait and 
society in question. It is easier to define in populations that are highly isolated 
and small, and which would therefore constitute the.best study cases. It is clear, 
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in general, that some individuals of the group are likely to have more effect 
than others, either because of blood relationship or affinity in societies in which 
the extended family is important, or because of organized teaching (schools, etc.) 
or because of strong psychological influence, due perhaps to the hierarchical 
structure of the population. The effect of the group is considered, at this level of 
approximation, as a whole. Age structure will not be considered in these sim- 
plified models, or will be considered in only a limited way. To start with, the 
feedback from other people of the group will be limited to that from members of 
the previous generation, the parental one. 

Uniparental or Unisexual Transmission. 

The trait in the ith individual of the (t + 1)st generation ,~+r is taken as a 
weighted mean of the effect of the parent, Q , plus a random variate Bi and the 
effect of the group whose size is N. Further, the randomness in a given generation 
is independent of that in other generations. The di are independent, identically 
distributed random variables with mean zero and variance u2. The weighting 
factor is g for the group effect (0 < g < l), and the other contributions are 
weighted as (1 - g). The value of the trait in the group is taken as the mean of 
the parental generation, X; . Thus, 

Xi.t+l = (1 - &,.t + 8,) + g% * (1) 

Each random variate 8 includes all the new variation, be it genetic, accidental, 
or cultural to which an offspring progeny is subjected and a complete confounding 
of the various sources of variance is assumed in this model. Thus d is the 
equivalent of “mutation” in a genetic model. It is not essential to keep the 
variance ua constant from generation to generation, but in the absence of 
information this is the simplest hypothesis to use for building the model. 

We are interested in computing first the within group variance and its change 
with time. 

Assuming, for simplicity, that each parent ‘has one progeny, and therefore 
that N is constant from generation to generation, the expected within group 
variance at generation t + I will be given by: 

v t+l = E {CL1 (%.t+l - %+l)” 

I N-l I 

on the basis of (1). Substituting from (1) into (2) we have 

(2) 

v,+, = (1 - g)” N--l E 
I 
&i.t - yd2 +.i (8, - 8)’ = (1 -A” P’t + ~“1. (3) 
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If at time t = 0, P-t = Lb , then 

I,; = d’l-” + B[( 1 - A’)/( 1 - cl)] 

where 
-1 = (I - g)‘, B = (1 -g)’ $ 

and, as t 4 03, 

(4) 

VG = B/(1 - A) = (1 - g)” u”/[l - (1 - g)“]. (5) 

The within group variance as t + co will be therefore a finite quantity given 
by (5) if g > 0. Clearly, Vm decreases with increasing g, so that, as one might 
predict, the greater the group effect the smaller the within group variance. In the 
absence of group effects this variance increases without limit. The asymptotic 
variance is reached fairly rapidly, the more so, the larger is g. 

It can be noted that, because of the central limit theorem, under fairly wide 
conditions, the asymptotic distribution of the suitably normalized trait vector 
Xt = (+ )..., x,,J will probably be N-dimensional normal. 

We will also explore the behavior of the group mean. The expectation of the 
mean will be the same at every generation: 

E(q) = E(iQ == ... = E(q)). (6) 

The variance can be given by studying the expected forward difference between 
the means of two successive generations by: 

Jwt,, - q)“] = E{[( 1 - g) x; + (1 - g) 8 + g.%t - Lq} 

= (1 - g)’ E(c?~) = (1 - g)” u*/N. (7) 

All generations from the initial one, at which Z~ = ~a, contribute the same 
expected mean square given in (7). The expected mean square difference between 
the original mean and the mean at the tth generation is then equal to: 

E(x; - LF,,)” = (tu”/N)(l - g)‘. (8) 

In fact, since & = 4 + (1 - g)(gs + El -t ... + gtel), (Tt - &J/t is 
asymptotically normal (as t + co) with zero mean and variance (~~(1 - g)2)/N. 

Therefore, if the group has an effect however small, in influencing the trait of 
individuals of the next generation, increasing their similarity to the group mean, the 
variance of individuals within the group will tend to a finite constant value, given 
by (5). The mean of thegroup will drift according to a symmetrical random walk with 
an expected mean square shift after t generations from the original value z,, given 
by (8). While the asymptotic within group variance will be constant and the 
distribution asymptotically normal, the expected variance about the original 
mean will increase indefinitely with time at the constant rate given by (8). Under 
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the effect of chance alone, as in this model, the expected value of the mean of the 
group does not change throughout the process, but its variance increases linearly 
with time. This increase will be smaller than it would be in the absence of group 
effect by a factor (1 - g)“. 

The above example is deterministic in the sense that .Q is the parent of 
qtfl with no choice (i.e., randomness) involved in the reproductive process and 
one offspring per parent. A generalization to include sampling from one genera- 
tion to the next could be constructed as follows. The variables xi , di and the 
constant g are defined as in the above example. Suppose now that 

where 

%+1 = (1 - g) 5 sijxj.t + (l - g) &t + .@t 9 (9 
j=l 

Sii = 1 if j is the parent of i 

= 0 otherwise. 

The group effect is incorporated as in (1). For simplicity we consider the case 
where the chance that x~,~+~ is the offspring of xj,t+l is 1 /N for all j. This obviously 
includes the possibility that a parent have more than one offspring although the 
population size remains constant at N as before. Because of the sampling (3) is 
modified to become 

so that 

Vt,, = (1 - gJ2[1 - (WI Vt + ~~(1 -g)” (10) 

d( 1 - g)” 
vm = 1 - [l - (l/N)](l -g)” ’ 

From (9) it can be seen that E(z~+~) = %,, . However, the variance relative to 
the original mean is more complicated than before. In fact, 

E&+, - tig = u2(1; g)” + E(q - qJ2 + L!+r (1 ;, v, ) (12) 

where Et is conditional with respect to the tth generation and V, is the indivi- 
dual variance as expressed in (10). Clearly E[& - &,I2 > (tu2(1 - g)2)/N. 
Further, from (10) we have 

ta y 1 - g)” 
E[‘t - “” < N[l - [l - (l/N)](l -g)*] . (13) 

Thus when N is large and g is small the variance about the origin is not sub- 
stantially changed from (8) by the introduction of random sampling although the 
change is an increase as contrasted with the change in the within population 
variance which is a decrease. 

6531411-4 
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Group Effect Extended to Several Generations. 

Using the same model as before, one can easily introduce the effect of the 
grandparental generation through the factor g, with g, the relative contribution 
of the parental generation. We then have 

.vi.t+1 = (1 - RI - g2h.t + &i) + A?,% + &~t-l for t>l 
with (14) 

xi1 = (1 - g1Kkl + 800) + Gl * 

The expected within group variance remains the same as before, except that g 
is now equal to g, + g,. The same reasoning can be extended to further gener- 
ations backwards (provided 1 - g remains > 0). The earlier generations will 
not usually be alive, but their effect may still be felt through the oral tradition, or, 
especially for literature and language, through the written one. Assuming that 
g, is the effect of the Tth generation backwards, and thatgr falls with T exponen- 
tially 

gr = g,e-K’T-l~ K > 0. 

Asymptotically, the effect of accumulated culture (i.e., all previous group 
means) will be 

g = g,/( 1 - e-k). 

Thus the within group variance will be reduced. In fact, the asymptotic value 
Vm will be such that 

+ - g1)” 1 - (1 - g,)2 > vm > 02U - Ml - e-V>” 
1 - (1 - [gr/(l - e-K)]}2 - (15) 

The expected variation of the group mean, in the model given by (14) is 

E[Zf - z&y = (1 - g, - g2)2(u”/N) + g,2E(&-1 - q-2)2. WI 

Thus when t is large 

EFt - %1*/t = (~2/WK1 - g, - g#/U + g,)7, (17) 

which will be somewhat smaller than (8). Therefore, on average, a society in 
which “elders” are important in addition to parents, will be more conservative, 
i.e. show less evolution and a smaller within group variation than a society in 
which the elders are less influential, the effect depending on the sum of the values 
g, and g, . Clearly the model can be extended to incorporate earlier generations. 

It is also of interest to consider separately the effect of age peers. The model 
incorporating the analysis of the age peer effect along with fraction g, can be 
written in analogy with (1) 

%it+l = bit + Si)U - &I) + go%+1 * W3) 
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Note that in this case ~~+r = ??$ + L?. The within group variance is given by the 
same expression (3) and (5). H owever, the variance about %,, of ?z~ is now tu2/N, 
so that the group effect has disappeared, and the variation of the means is no 

longer influenced by cultural inheritance. In fact, (So - .~a)/ d/t<o/ dN) converges 
to the standard normal distribution. Comparing this with (8) it is seen that a 
higher rate of evolution prevails when there is only a peer group effect than when 
there is only a parental group effect. 

A Model for Biparental Transmission. 

For many traits the mother’s phenotype might contribute far more to the 
phenotype of the offspring than the father’s, and in such cases the uniparental 
transmission model could be a good approximation. On the other hand, for other 
traits contributions from both parents may be important. We now construct 
a model to allow for biparental transmission in a restricted sense. The population 
is now considered to consist of N males and N females. Each reproduction event 
produces a single male and a single female. For any offspring his (or her) parents 
could have had any of the phenotypes of the parental generation, according to 
some probability law. We have chosen to consider that the probability that 
offspring i had male parentj is l/N for allj. Thus the model is essentially a bi- 
parental extension of (9). Male and female parents are considered to be inde- 
pendent of one another insofar as the sampling is concerned. & denotes the 
phenotype of male i and xIt that of female i. Define 

S;, = 1 if malej is the male parent of offspring i (i either sex) 
= 0 otherwise 

Sij = 1 if female j is the female parent of offspring i (i either sex) 
= 0 otherwise. 

Then we have 

(2; + ji;t”) 
xit+l =Pl(l -L?)C6ijxit +P2(l -g)CKk& +(l -fIbi +.L!T- 

j k 

(194 

&,I = Pa - d c %4t + P2U - g> c ~;x;, + (1 - g) Ti + g 
(z; -I- S) 

2 , 
i k 

(19b) 

where p1 and p, are the relative contributions of the male and female parent, 
respectively; (p, + p, = 1) and bi and qi are the random errors for each sex. 
We assume these are independent and identically distributed random variables. 
The calculation of variances in this case involves manipulation of the random 
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components, noting that E(S~j6:(,) = 0 and E(S;,) = l/N for the simple sampling 
set up we defined above. If 

and 

these operations produce 

v;,, =p,2(1 -g)*[l -(l/N)] I’,’ +&“(I -g)“[l - (l/N)1 G+a*(l -g)” 

(204 

v;+, =p,2(1 -g)‘[l -(l/N)] Vt’f&s(l -g)“[l -(l/N)] v;+oZ(l -g)*. 

W’b) 

The male and female within group variances therefore iterate identically and 

v,’ = lf7& = lip vt’ = 
u’( 1 - g)” 

1 - (p,” +p,a)[l - (l/N)](l -g)” * (21) 

If we define ZS asp&’ + p2%L we find 

E[qfl - 54” = u2(1; g)” + k$@ (p12 + p2”) (1 - +) Vt 

where V, is the male or female variance from (20). Hence, as in (12) 

qq+l - q]2 = 02(l&- 8’ + E[& - q,]” + (‘,’ ; ‘**) (1 - g)” (1 - ;) V, . 

As in (13) we then have 

tu*(l - g)” 
N 

< E[& - qJ4 

< tc?(1 - g)” 1 
N ( 1 - (PI” + P,~)U - WW -d” 1 . 

Comparing these with (5) and (8) ‘t 1 is seen that the greatest effect of sampling 
is when the parental effects are the same in the two sexes in which case, for large 
N, the within group variance is almost doubled with respect to the uniparental 
case. 
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III. DISCONTINUOUS TRAITS 

A similar theory can be built up for a trait varying discontinuously. It will 
suffice here to say that the model already developed can be directly used for a 
discontinuous trait, in two different ways: 

(1) If the trait is truly discontinuous, then one will measure the frequency 
of occurrence of a given state or states of the trait in the population at a given 
time. In this case, the treatment already given is valid as a first approximation, 
within the range of frequencies between .05-.95, by using the angular trans- 
formation of frequency p, of the trait at time t. 

et = cos-l V% . 

This transformation, as shown by Fisher, gives rise to a variate 8 which has 
approximately constant sampling variance, in the range indicated, equal to 
1/4N (where N is the group size). 

If the assumption is made that the variate 6’ owes its variance entirely to 
sampling, then a2 = 1/4N. If other components of the variance are introduced, 
then up will be larger. The within group variance as defined before loses its 
meaning, and an equation similar to (1) is valid for computing the between 
group variance: 

e t+l = (1 - g)(et + 8) + ge, = 4 + (1 - g)g 

where et is the value observed in the group at time t. 
The variance at time t of the 0 values will be: 

(St2 = t( 1 - g)2 a,2 

which is smaller by a factor (1 - g)* than in the case in which the group has no 
effect. Fixation of the trait in one state will always occur at the end, but the 
fixation rate will be decreased by a factor (1 - g)“. 

(2) In other cases the trait may be truly continuous, but is perceived as 
discontinuous, being recorded into one of two (or more) different states when it 
is above or below a certain threshold (or thresholds). 

In such a case it is difficult or impossible to study the within variance of a 
group, but the variance between groups (i.e., relative to the original mean) can 
still be analyzed on the basis of the frequencies of observations below or above 
the threshold in different groups. Let us compare two groups, A and B, started 
by the fission of a single initial group and drifting independently. The variance 
within groups is assumed stabilized since the beginning, and the distribution 
normal. The two groups A and B, can be compared by observing the proportion 
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of observations (individuals, in this case) falling above or below the threshold T. 
The proportion above the threshold in A, p, , and that in B, pB , are best 
compared by using their transformation into normal equivalent deviations, 
i.e., by 

p = JI ,/i=n exp (+) nx. 

One thus obtains two values x,,, and xB, corresponding to p, and p, . Equivalently, 
probits can be used. Their difference 

x/j - XB 

(or the difference between the probits corresponding top, and p,) is identical to: 

(%A - q/au, 

when .V~ and %B are the unknown group means, and uW the standard deviation 
within a group. Taking the square of the difference x, - xa , it is expected to 
be equal to 

If the two groups have kept constant size N and the uniparental model given by 
equations (1) and developed in (5) and (7) holds, then the square of the probit 
difference is expected to be equal to 

2t(l - (1 - g)2)/N. 

Therefore it is proportional to the time of separation, t, expressed in generations 
and with a proportionality constant approximately equal to 4g/N. Models other 
than the uniparental will give somewhat different values but usually the pro- 
portionality of the square of the probit difference with time will not change if 
conditions remain constant. 

The quantity N is comparable to “effective population size” in population 
genetics and is to some extent arbitrary, depending on the groups considered in 
the analysis; the measure of g that is thus obtained is a function not only of the 
trait studied and its mode of transmission, but also of the groups being compared. 

In highly isolated and small populations, the size of the group to be studied is 
less arbitrarily defined; it may correspond to the village, the clan, the tribe, 
depending on circumstances. If several hierarchical subdivisions of a group are 
considered, g can be expected to vary with the size of the group. The way in 
which g can vary with N, if amenable to study, may supply information on the 
group structure and its effect on the trait considered. 
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IV. POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS 

A possible application of this model to the study of languages may be to 
phonetic changes in spoken language. Languages change in many ways: structure 
may evolve, though probably more slowly than other aspects. Words are con- 
tinuously created or borrowed from other languages and their pronunciation 
changes. In spite of extensive phonetic variation, words of common origin 
(cognates) are usually still recognizable in languages separated even for thousands 
of years. Thus the percentage of cognates can be used as a yardstick of the 
amount of change. Recent analyses of this approach originally used by Swadesh 
(1952) have been given by Kruskal et al. (1971) and by Sankoff (1971). Phonetic 
change itself has been less studied in recent times, but classical work of the last 
century shows that some rules of change have been traced (e.g., the change from 
p tof, etc. in Germanic languages). A phoneme can be considered as a continuous 
trait of high complexity. Sound spectrograms show that phonemes, analyzed by 
the behavior of frequency spectra in time, are not as constant as one might 
expect, but vary greatly from person to person. Because of their complexity, 
a complete representation of a phoneme would demand a great number of 
continuous characters. The reduction of sounds used in language to a standard 
list of symbols by linguists provides, however, certain simplified standards of 
reference. This reduction is analogous to the creation of “thresholds” in these 
essentially continuous (multidimensional) distributions. Methods given here, in 
particular the threshold treatment of continuous characters might be especially 
applicable to studying phonetic change in language when comparing two or 
more different populations speaking the same language. This can be done either 
(1) by studying the frequency with which a given component of the same word is 
recorded from a population, or (2) by studying the frequency of a given sound in 
a suitable sample of words collected in one or a few individuals considered as 
representative of a population. The comparison between populations could thus 
be carried out, in principle, by studying the variation between individuals with 
respect to one word, or in only one individual using a number of words. The 
first approach is more consistent with the theory given before, but may be less 
easy to conduct in practice because of the smallness of the within group variation. 
The second approach may be less satisfactory as factors not considered in the 
theory may play a role, but is nearer to the way data are in practice collected by 
linguists. 

The present models, describing the effect of feedback from the rest of the 
group are extremely simple. They are sufficient however to show an important 
effect of such feedback, and to suggest ways of measuring it. The main effect 
of the group demonstrated for a continuous character is the stabilization of its 
variance within the group, which occurs fairly fast and establishes quickly a 
“mode” of the trait. This “mode” fluctuates randomly from generation to 
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generation, and the variance between group modes (more exactly, means) 
increases indefinitely with time, and proportionately to it. Not only the rate of 
random variation of this mode with time (the rate of “drift,” to use the same 
word commonly employed in biological evolution), but also that of the within 
group variance, are both functions of group size N, group effect g (a quantity 
which measures the group effect on the trait being studied), the mode of trans- 
mission, and the amount of new variation per generation. The mode of trans- 
mission, uniparental or biparental, should be amenable to direct study, once a 
character is suitably defined. This might be done by applying, after suitable 
modification and extension, the methods of correlation between relatives used in 
mendelian inheritance. A complete analysis will demand that information be 
provided also along these lines. 

In this theory we have assumed that the variation is entirely random. Other 
factors, genetic or environmental, may introduce a bias for change in one or the 
other direction on the scale of the trait. Such bias would cause the means or 
modes to tend to change in the direction of the bias, and the theory can be 
suitably enlarged to include such bias. In the case of language, for instance, 
genetic or environmental conditions may favor the shift of the modal values, 
e.g., in a nasal, guttural, or other direction. 

SUMMARY 

Evolution of a cultural trait has been considered at a theoretical level. Cultural 
evolution is to be kept distinct from biological evolution, but the discrimination 
of the two may be difficult in actual cases. In cultural evolution, not only the 
parents of an individual but also other members of the group, contribute directly 
to determining the value of a trait in the individual. The cumulative effect of 
members of the group other than the parents has been called the group effect g. 
The expected value of the trait of an individual in the next generation has been 
assumed in the model to be the weighted mean of the individual value (as deter- 
mined by the trait values in the parent or parents plus a random contribution d 
the new variation per generation), and the group mean value, the individual and 
the group contributions being weighted as (1 - g) to g. Effects of age and peers 
and of generations earlier than parental have also been analyzed. 

It has been demonstrated that, ifg is different from zero and positive, however 
small, in spite of new variation arising at every generation the variation of the 
trait within the group will stabilize at a finite level. The stable amount of the 
variation depends on the mode of transmission, which has been considered here 
to be either uniparental or biparental, on the value ofg, on the size of the group 
if the progeny size is not constant, and on the amount of new variation produced 
per generation. Independent groups will differentiate one from the other ran- 
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domly, at a rate which is a function of the mode of transmission (uni or 
biparental), the g value, and the size of the group. Ways to study discontinuous 
traits have been given. If discontinuity arises from imposition of a perceptive 
threshold on the existing variation, and therefore the variate is not truly discon- 
tinuous, its behavior is still predictable by the same rules, and a transformation 
for study of the frequencies of observations above or below threshold has been 
given, which permits the prediction of the trend of changes with time. A truly 
discontinuous character will undergo fixation of one or other character state, as 
for alleles in random genetic drift, but the rate of fixation will be decreased by 
group action. 
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